
Georgetown Prep 
Summer Reading Book List

Directions for Incoming Freshmen and 
Transfer Students:

1. Browse the books in this list and select 3-5 that 
would interest you (you will end up selecting only 
one but have choices in case groups become full).

2. On June 4th, a link to our google sign-up form will 
become live. Please use this link to sign up: 
https://goo.gl/forms/yadAxhyMzVrxJddU2

3. Enjoy your book!

Note: Rising 9th graders and ESL students may select 
any of the books available and should select a book 
that best suits their interests. Also, groups fill up on a 
first come, first serve basis. Please sign up in a timely 
fashion.

Directions for Returning Rising 
Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors:

1. Browse the books in this list and select 3-5 that 
would interest you (you will end up selecting only 
one but have choices in case groups become full).

2. On May 21st, a link to our google sign-up form 
will become live. Please use this link to sign up: 
https://goo.gl/forms/z71VNzY1HNVAno2o1

3. Enjoy your book!

Note: Groups fill up on a first come, first serve basis. 
Please sign up in a timely fashion if you would like to 
get into your first choice book group.

“Teenagers need to read during summer months to maintain current reading levels. Reading just 4-5 books during the summer can 
prevent a decline in a student’s fall reading scores”

~ James Kim, Harvard University

We encourage students to read and enjoy many books over the course of the summer. We find a strong 
correlation between regular reading – of any kind – and academic success in the humanities. Regular readers 

build strong vocabularies, understand complex texts, and build the reading stamina required for college 
readiness. Regular readers also tend to be the most fluent and talented writers. Read often!

In addition to required reading for courses, the Georgetown Prep Summer Reading program asks students to 
join with a few fellow students and a faculty member to read a book for pleasure.



Moneyball By Michael Lewis

Michael Lewis launches us into the funniest, smartest, and most 
contrarian book since since Liar's Poker. Moneyball is a quest for 

something as elusive as the Holy Grail, something that money 
apparently can't buy: the secret of success in baseball. The logical 

places to look would be the front offices of major league teams, 
and the dugouts, perhaps even in the minds of the players 

themselves. Lewis mines all these possibilities—his intimate and 
original portraits of big league ballplayers are alone worth the 

price of admission—but the real jackpot is a cache of numbers—
numbers!—collected over the years by a strange brotherhood of 
amateur baseball enthusiasts: software engineers, statisticians, 

Wall Street analysts, lawyers and physics professors.

What these geek numbers show—no, prove—is that the 
traditional yardsticks of success for players and teams are fatally 
flawed. This information has been around for years, and nobody 
inside Major League Baseball paid it any mind. And then came 

Billy Beane, General Manager of the Oakland Athletics.

Good Omens By Terry Pratchet
and Neil Gaiman

According to The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes 
Nutter, Witch (the world's only completely accurate book of 

prophecies, written in 1655, before she exploded), the world will 
end on a Saturday. Next Saturday, in fact. Just before dinner.

So the armies of Good and Evil are amassing, Atlantis is rising, 
frogs are falling, tempers are flaring. Everything appears to be 

going according to Divine Plan. Except a somewhat fussy angel 
and a fast-living demon—both of whom have lived amongst 

Earth's mortals since The Beginning and have grown rather fond 
of the lifestyle—are not actually looking forward to the coming 

Rapture.

And someone seems to have misplaced the Antichrist . . .

Group Leader: Kevin Dorn

The Boys in the Boat By Daniel James Brown

Out of the depths of the Depression comes an irresistible story 
about beating the odds and finding hope in the most desperate of 
times—the improbable, intimate account of how nine working-
class boys from the American West showed the world at the 1936 

Olympics in Berlin what true grit really meant.

It was an unlikely quest from the start. With a team composed of 
the sons of loggers, shipyard workers, and farmers, the University 
of Washington’s eight-oar crew team was never expected to defeat 
the elite teams of the East Coast and Great Britain, yet they did, 

going on to shock the world by defeating the German team 
rowing for Adolf Hitler. The emotional heart of the tale lies with 
Joe Rantz, a teenager without family or prospects, who rows not 

only to regain his shattered self-regard but also to find a real place 
for himself in the world. Drawing on the boys’ own journals and 
vivid memories of a once-in-a-lifetime shared dream, Brown has 

created an unforgettable portrait of an era, a celebration of a 
remarkable achievement, and a chronicle of one extraordinary 

young man’s personal quest.

Group Leader: Lucie Wilson

Bear Town By Frederick Backman

People say Beartown is finished. A tiny community nestled deep 
in the forest, it is slowly losing ground to the ever-encroaching 

trees. But down by the lake stands an old ice rink, built 
generations ago by the working men who founded this town. And 
in that ice rink is the reason people in Beartown believe tomorrow 
will be better than today. Their junior ice hockey team is about to 
compete in the national semi-finals, and they actually have a shot 
at winning. All the hopes and dreams of this place now rest on the 

shoulders of a handful of teenage boys.

Being responsible for the hopes of an entire town is a heavy 
burden, and the semi-final match is the catalyst for a violent act 
that will leave a young girl traumatized and a town in turmoil. 
Accusations are made and, like ripples on a pond, they travel 

through all of Beartown, leaving no resident unaffected.

Group Leader: Adam Brown

Group Leader: Kevin Buckley



Eaters of the Dead By Michael Crichton

The year is A.D. 922. A refined Arab courtier, representative of the 
powerful Caliph of Bagdad, encounters a party of Viking warriors 
who are journeying to the barbaric North. He is appalled by their 

Viking customs -- the wanton sexuality of their pale, angular 
women, their disregard for cleanliness , their cold-blooded human 

sacrifices. But it is not until they reach the depths of the 
Northland that the courtier learns the horrifying and inescapable 
truth: He has been enlisted by these savage, inscrutable warriors 
to help combat a terror that plagues them -- a monstrosity that 

emerges under cover of night to slaughter the Vikings and devour 
their flesh . . .

Group Leader: Laura Hatmaker

Coach Wooden By Pat Williams

When Coach John Wooden graduated from eighth grade, his 
father gave him a handwritten card and said, "Son, try to live up 

to this." On the card, his father had written seven simple yet 
profound life principles:

Be true to yourself
Help others

Make friendship a fine art
Drink deeply from good books, especially the Bible

Make each day your masterpiece
Build a shelter against a rainy day by the life you live

Give thanks for your blessings and pray for guidance every day

These principles were the key to Coach Wooden's greatness--and 
his goodness. Through powerful stories and pithy advice, this 

book shares the wisdom that made Wooden happy and successful. 
This inspirational and conversational book, now in trade paper, 
will encourage, challenge, and motivate readers to build these 

principles into their own lives.

Group Leader: Mary Elise Gribbon

When Pride Still Mattered 
By David Maraniss

More than any other sports figure, Vince Lombardi transformed 
football into a metaphor of the American experience. The son of 

an Italian immigrant butcher, Lombardi toiled for twenty 
frustrating years as a high school coach and then as an assistant at 

Fordham, West Point, and the New York Giants before his big 
break came at age forty-six with the chance to coach a struggling 
team in snowbound Wisconsin. His leadership of the Green Bay 
Packers to five world championships in nine seasons is the most 
storied period in NFL history. Lombardi became a living legend, 

a symbol to many of leadership, discipline, perseverance, and 
teamwork, and to others of an obsession with winning. In When 

Pride Still Mattered, Pulitzer Prize-winning author David 
Maraniss captures the myth and the man, football, God, and 

country in a thrilling biography destined to become an American 
classic.

Group Leader: Chris Maddalone

Pachinko By Min Jin Lee

In the early 1900s, teenaged Sunja, the adored daughter of a 
crippled fisherman, falls for a wealthy stranger at the seashore 

near her home in Korea. He promises her the world, but when she 
discovers she is pregnant--and that her lover is married--she 

refuses to be bought. Instead, she accepts an offer of marriage 
from a gentle, sickly minister passing through on his way to 

Japan. But her decision to abandon her home, and to reject her 
son's powerful father, sets off a dramatic saga that will echo down 

through the generations.

Richly told and profoundly moving, Pachinko is a story of love, 
sacrifice, ambition, and loyalty. From bustling street markets to 
the halls of Japan's finest universities to the pachinko parlors of 

the criminal underworld, Lee's complex and passionate 
characters--strong, stubborn women, devoted sisters and sons, 
fathers shaken by moral crisis--survive and thrive against the 

indifferent arc of history.

Group Leader: Brandon Rothenberg



Underground Railroad By Colson Whitehead

Cora is a young slave on a cotton plantation in Georgia. An 
outcast even among her fellow Africans, she is on the cusp of 

womanhood—where greater pain awaits. And so when Caesar, a 
slave who has recently arrived from Virginia, urges her to join him 

on the Underground Railroad, she seizes the opportunity and 
escapes with him. In Colson Whitehead's ingenious conception, 
the Underground Railroad is no mere metaphor: engineers and 
conductors operate a secret network of actual tracks and tunnels 
beneath the Southern soil. Cora embarks on a harrowing flight 

from one state to the next, encountering, like Gulliver, strange yet 
familiar iterations of her own world at each stop. As Whitehead 
brilliantly re-creates the terrors of the antebellum era, he weaves 

in the saga of our nation, from the brutal abduction of Africans to 
the unfulfilled promises of the present day. The Underground 

Railroad is both the gripping tale of one woman's will to escape 
the horrors of bondage—and a powerful meditation on the history 

we all share.

Group Leader: Denise Lindekugel

Just Mercy By Bryan Stevenson

Bryan Stevenson was a young lawyer when he founded the Equal 
Justice Initiative, a legal practice dedicated to defending those 
most desperate and in need: the poor, the wrongly condemned, 
and women and children trapped in the farthest reaches of our 
criminal justice system. One of his first cases was that of Walter 

McMillian, a young man who was sentenced to die for a notorious 
murder he insisted he didn’t commit. The case drew Bryan into a 

tangle of conspiracy, political machination, and legal 
brinksmanship—and transformed his understanding of mercy and 

justice forever.

Group Leader: Brian Chappell

Comanche Moon By Larry McMurtry

Texas Rangers August McCrae and Woodrow Call, now in their 
middle years, continue to deal with the ever-increasing tensions of 
adult life -- Gus with his great love, Clara Forsythe, and Call with 

Maggie Tilton, the young whore who loves him. 

Two proud but very different men, they enlist with the Ranger 
troop in pursuit of Buffalo Hump, the great Comanche war chief; 
Kicking Wolf, the celebrated Comanche horse thief; and a deadly 
Mexican bandit king with a penchant for torture. Assisting the 
Rangers in their wild chase is the renowned Kickapoo tracker, 

Famous Shoes. 

Comanche Moon closes the twenty-year gap between Dead Man's 
Walk and Lonesome Dove, following beloved heroes Gus and Call 

and their comrades in arms -- Deets, Jake Spoon, and Pea Eye 
Parker -- in their bitter struggle to protect the advancing West 

frontier against the defiant Comanches, courageously determined 
to defend their territory and their way of life.

Group Leader: Patrick Butcher

Return of the King By J.R.R. Tolkien

The third volume in J.R.R. Tolkien's epic adventure THE LORD 
OF THE RINGS

“One Ring to rule them all, One Ring to find them, One Ring to 
bring them all and in the darkness bind them.”

As the Shadow of Mordor grows across the land, the Companions 
of the Ring have become involved in separate adventures. 

Aragorn, revealed as the hidden heir of the ancient Kings of the 
West, has joined with the Riders of Rohan against the forces of 

Isengard, and takes part in the desperate victory of the Hornburg. 
Merry and Pippin, captured by Orcs, escape into Fangorn Forest 
and there encounter the Ents. Gandalf has miraculously returned 
and defeated the evil wizard, Saruman. Sam has left his master for 
dead after a battle with the giant spider, Shelob; but Frodo is still 

alive—now in the foul hands of the Orcs. And all the while the 
armies of the Dark Lord are massing as the One Ring draws ever 

nearer to the Cracks of Doom.

Group Leader: Brad Boyle



The Color of Law By Richard Rothstein

Widely heralded as a “masterful” (Washington Post) and 
“essential” (Slate) history of the modern American metropolis, 
Richard Rothstein’s The Color of Law offers “the most forceful 

argument ever published on how federal, state, and local 
governments gave rise to and reinforced neighborhood 

segregation” (William Julius Wilson). Exploding the myth of de 
facto segregation arising from private prejudice or the unintended 

consequences of economic forces, Rothstein describes how the 
American government systematically imposed residential 

segregation: with undisguised racial zoning; public housing that 
purposefully segregated previously mixed communities; subsidies 

for builders to create whites-only suburbs; tax exemptions for 
institutions that enforced segregation; and support for violent 

resistance to African Americans in white neighborhoods. A 
groundbreaking, “virtually indispensable” study that has already 

transformed our understanding of twentieth-century urban history 
(Chicago Daily Observer), The Color of Law forces us to face the 

obligation to remedy our unconstitutional past.

Group Leader: Cappy Russell

Shoe Dog By Phil Knight

In 1962, fresh out of business school, Phil Knight borrowed $50 
from his father and created a company with a simple mission: 
import high-quality, low-cost athletic shoes from Japan. Selling 

the shoes from the trunk of his lime green Plymouth Valiant, 
Knight grossed $8,000 his first year. Today, Nike’s annual sales 
top $30 billion. In an age of startups, Nike is the ne plus ultra of 
all startups, and the swoosh has become a revolutionary, globe-

spanning icon, one of the most ubiquitous and recognizable 
symbols in the world today.

Group Leader: Eamon O’Liddy

The Murder of Roger Ackroyd
By Agatha Christie

Roger Ackroyd knew too much. He knew that the woman he 
loved had poisoned her brutal first husband. He suspected also 
that someone had been blackmailing her. Then, tragically, came 
the news that she had taken her own life with an apparent drug 

overdose.

However the evening post brought Roger one last fatal scrap of 
information, but before he could finish reading the letter, he was 
stabbed to death. Luckily one of Roger’s friends and the newest 
resident to retire to this normally quiet village takes over—none 

other than Monsieur Hercule Poirot.

Group Leader: Father Sauter

Season of Life By Jeffery Marx 

Joe Ehrmann, a former NFL football star and volunteer coach for 
the Gilman high school football team, teaches his players the keys 

to successful defense: penetrate, pursue, punish, love. Love? A 
former captain of the Baltimore Colts and now an ordained 

minister, Ehrmann is serious about the game of football but even 
more serious about the purpose of life. Season of Life is his 

inspirational story as told by Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist 
Jeffrey Marx, who was a ballboy for the Colts when he first met 

Ehrmann.

Ehrmann now devotes his life to teaching young men a whole 
new meaning of masculinity. He teaches the boys at Gilman the 
precepts of his Building Men for Others program: Being a man 

means emphasizing relationships and having a cause bigger than 
yourself. It means accepting responsibility and leading 

courageously. It means that empathy, integrity, and living a life of 
service to others are more important than points on a scoreboard.

Group Leader: Billy Falatko



The Blood of Emmett Till By Timothy Tyson

In 1955, white men in the Mississippi Delta lynched a fourteen-
year-old from Chicago named Emmett Till. His murder was part 

of a wave of white terrorism in the wake of the 1954 Supreme 
Court decision that declared public school segregation 

unconstitutional. Five years later, Black students who called 
themselves “the Emmett Till generation” launched sit-in 

campaigns that turned the struggle for civil rights into a mass 
movement. Till’s lynching became the most notorious hate crime 

in American history.

But what actually happened to Emmett Till—not the icon of 
injustice, but the flesh-and-blood boy? Part detective story, part 

political history, The Blood of Emmett Till “unfolds like a movie” 
(The Atlanta Journal-Constitution), drawing on a wealth of new 

evidence, including a shocking admission of Till’s innocence from 
the woman in whose name he was killed. “Jolting and powerful” 

(The Washington Post), the book “provides fresh insight into the 
way race has informed and deformed our democratic 

institutions.”

Group Leader: Brian Gilbert

The Alchemist By Paulo Coelho

Combining magic, mysticism, wisdom and wonder into an 
inspiring tale of self-discovery, The Alchemist has become a 

modern classic, selling millions of copies around the world and 
transforming the lives of countless readers across generations.

Paulo Coelho's masterpiece tells the mystical story of Santiago, an 
Andalusian shepherd boy who yearns to travel in search of a 

worldly treasure. His quest will lead him to riches far different—
and far more satisfying—than he ever imagined. Santiago's 

journey teaches us about the essential wisdom of listening to our 
hearts, of recognizing opportunity and learning to read the omens 

strewn along life's path, and, most importantly, to follow our 
dreams.

Group Leader: Bill Haardt
And Tony Ashur

A Thousand Miles from Nowhere 
By John Gregory Brown

“You have lost everything, yes?” Everything? Henry thought; he 
considered the word. Had he lost everything?

Fleeing New Orleans as Hurricane Katrina approaches, Henry 
Garrett is haunted by the ruins of his marriage, a squandered 

inheritance, and the teaching job he inexplicably quit. He pulls 
into a small Virginia town after three days on the road, hoping to 
silence the ceaseless clamor in his head. But this quest for peace 
and quiet as the only guest at a roadside motel is destroyed when 
Henry finds himself at the center of a bizarre and violent tragedy. 
As a result, Henry winds up stranded at the ramshackle motel just 

outside the small town of Marimore, and it's there that he is 
pulled into the lives of those around him: Latangi, the motel's 

recently widowed proprietor, who seems to have a plan for Henry; 
Marge, a local secretary who marshals the collective energy of her 
women's church group; and the family of an old man, a prisoner, 

who dies in a desperate effort to provide for his infirm wife.

Group Leader: Ben Williams

T. Rex and the Crater of Doom 

By Walter Alvarez

Sixty-five million years ago, a comet or asteroid larger than Mount 
Everest slammed into the Earth, inducing an explosion equivalent 

to the detonation of a hundred million hydrogen bombs. 
Vaporized detritus blasted through the atmosphere upon impact, 
falling back to Earth around the globe. Disastrous environmental 
consequences ensued: a giant tsunami, continent-scale wildfires, 

darkness, and cold, followed by sweltering greenhouse heat. 
When conditions returned to normal, half the plant and animal 

genera on Earth had perished. This horrific chain of events is now 
widely accepted as the solution to a great scientific mystery: what 
caused the extinction of the dinosaurs? Walter Alvarez, one of the 

Berkeley scientists who discovered evidence of the impact, tells 
the story behind the development of the initially controversial 
theory. It is a saga of high adventure in remote locations, of 

arduous data collection and intellectual struggle, of long periods 
of frustration ended by sudden breakthroughs, of friendships 
made and lost, and of the exhilaration of discovery that forever 

altered our understanding of Earth's geological history.

Group Leader: Joe Nardella



Pandemic (Extinction Files 1) By A.G. Riddle

A hundred miles north of Alaska, a US Coast Guard research 
vessel discovers a sunken submarine. It has been down there for 
decades, and deep inside, teams find evidence of an experiment 

that may answer the deepest mysteries of human existence.

Ten days later, in a remote village in Kenya, several local residents 
contract a mysterious disease. The next day, two American aid 

workers fall ill. The WHO and CDC send teams, led by Dr. 
Peyton Shaw--an epidemiologist who has stopped some of the 

most deadly outbreaks in recent history. Peyton is good at her job, 
but she is driven by her own dark secret--and haunted by 

mysteries in her past.

What Peyton finds in Kenya is an outbreak very different from any 
she has ever seen. As the pandemic sweeps the globe, Peyton is 

drawn deeper into a conspiracy of unimaginable scope, a plot that 
appears to be linked to her past. The answers, and the key to 

stopping the pandemic, are revelations that carry a price--for all of 
us.

Group Leader: Joanna Scimeca

Boy 30529 By Felix Weinberg

"Anyone who survived the exterminations camps must have an 
untypical story to tell. The typical camp story of the millions 
ended in death ... We, the few who survived the war and the 

majority who perished in the camps, did not use and would not 
have understood terms such as 'holocaust' or 'death march.' 

These were coined later, by outsiders."

In 1939 twelve-year-old Felix Weinberg fell into the hands of 
the Nazis. Imprisoned for most of his teenage life, Felix survived 

five concentration camps, including Terezin, Auschwitz, and 
Birkenau, barely surviving the Death March from Blechhammer
in 1945. After losing his mother and brother in the camps, he was 

liberated at Buchenwald and eventually reunited at seventeen with 
his father in Britain, where they built a new life together. Boy 

30529 is an extraordinary memoir of the Holocaust, as well as a 
moving meditation on the nature of memory.

Group Leader: Ryan Eskow

Unbroken By Laura Hillenbrand

In boyhood, Louis Zamperini was an incorrigible delinquent. As a 
teenager, he channeled his defiance into running, discovering a 

prodigious talent that had carried him to the Berlin Olympics. But 
when World War II began, the athlete became an airman, 

embarking on a journey that led to a doomed flight on a May 
afternoon in 1943. When his Army Air Forces bomber crashed into 
the Pacific Ocean, against all odds, Zamperini survived, adrift on 
a foundering life raft. Ahead of Zamperini lay thousands of miles 

of open ocean, leaping sharks, thirst and starvation, enemy 
aircraft, and, beyond, a trial even greater. Driven to the limits of 
endurance, Zamperini would answer desperation with ingenuity; 
suffering with hope, resolve, and humor; brutality with rebellion. 
His fate, whether triumph or tragedy, would be suspended on the 

fraying wire of his will.

Group Leader: Steve Ochs

Red Rising By Pierce Brown

Darrow is a Red, a member of the lowest caste in the color-coded 
society of the future. Like his fellow Reds, he works all day, 

believing that he and his people are making the surface of Mars 
livable for future generations. Yet he spends his life willingly, 

knowing that his blood and sweat will one day result in a better 
world for his children.

But Darrow and his kind have been betrayed. Soon he discovers 
that humanity reached the surface generations ago. Vast cities 
and lush wilds spread across the planet. Darrow—and Reds like 
him—are nothing more than slaves to a decadent ruling class.

Inspired by a longing for justice, and driven by the memory of lost 
love, Darrow sacrifices everything to infiltrate the legendary 

Institute, a proving ground for the dominant Gold caste, where 
the next generation of humanity’s overlords struggle for 

power. He will be forced to compete for his life and the very 
future of civilization against the best and most brutal of Society’s 

ruling class. There, he will stop at nothing to bring down his 
enemies . . . even if it means he has to become one of them to do 

so.

Group Leader: Tom Fenfert



Native Son By Richard Wright

Right from the start, Bigger Thomas had been headed for jail. It 
could have been for assault or petty larceny; by chance, it was for 

murder and rape. Native Son tells the story of this young black 
man caught in a downward spiral after he kills a young white 

woman in a brief moment of panic.

Set in Chicago in the 1930s, Wright's powerful novel is an 
unsparing reflection on the poverty and feelings of hopelessness 
experienced by people in inner cities across the country and of 

what it means to be black in America.

Group Leader: John DeCaro

Last Days of Summer By Steve Kluger

Last Days of Summer is the story of Joey Margolis, neighborhood 
punching bag, growing up goofy and mostly fatherless in 

Brooklyn in the early 1940s. A boy looking for a hero, Joey decides 
to latch on to Charlie Banks, the all-star third basemen for the 
New York Giants. But Joey's chosen champion doesn't exactly 
welcome the extreme attention of a persistent young fan with an 

overactive imagination. Then again, this strange, needy kid might 
be exactly what Banks needs.

Group Leader: Kate Macuk

End Zone By Don DeLillo

At Logos College in West Texas, huge young men, vacuum-
packed into shoulder pads and shiny helmets, play football with 
intense passion. During an uncharacteristic winning season, the 

perplexed and distracted running back Gary Harkness has 
periodic fits of nuclear glee; he is fueled and shielded by his fear 
of and fascination with nuclear conflict. Among oddly afflicted 

and recognizable players, the terminologies of football and 
nuclear war--the language of end zones--become interchangeable, 

and their meaning deteriorates as the collegiate year runs its 
course. In this triumphantly funny, deeply searching novel, Don 

DeLillo explores the metaphor of football as war with rich, 
original zeal.

Group Leader: John Krambuhl

The Rap Yearbook By Shea Serrano

Here's what The Rap Year Book does: It takes readers from 1979, 
widely regarded as the moment rap became recognized as part of 

the cultural and musical landscape, and comes right up to the 
present, with Shea Serrano hilariously discussing, debating, and 

deconstructing the most important rap song year by year. Serrano 
also examines the most important moments that surround the 
history and culture of rap music--from artists' backgrounds to 
issues of race, the rise of hip-hop, and the struggles among its 
major players--both personal and professional. Covering East 

Coast and West Coast, famous rapper feuds, chart toppers, and 
show stoppers, The Rap Year Book is an in-depth look at the 

most influential genre of music to come out of the last generation. 

Complete with infographics, lyric maps, uproarious and 
informative footnotes, portraits of the artists, and short essays by 

other prominent music writers, The Rap Year Book is both a 
narrative and illustrated guide to the most iconic and influential 

rap songs ever created

Group Leader: Tom Venker



Speak No Evil By Uzodinma Iweala

On the surface, Niru leads a charmed life. Raised by two attentive 
parents in Washington, D.C., he’s a top student and a track star at 
his prestigious private high school. Bound for Harvard in the fall, 

his prospects are bright. But Niru has a painful secret: he is 
queer—an abominable sin to his conservative Nigerian parents. 
No one knows except Meredith, his best friend, the daughter of 

prominent Washington insiders—and the one person who seems 
not to judge him.

When his father accidentally discovers Niru is gay, the fallout is 
brutal and swift. Coping with troubles of her own, however, 

Meredith finds that she has little left emotionally to offer him. As 
the two friends struggle to reconcile their desires against the 

expectations and institutions that seek to define them, they find 
themselves speeding toward a future more violent and senseless 

than they can imagine. Neither will escape unscathed.

Group Leader: Amanda Melder

Backfield Boys By John Feinstein

Freshman footballers Jason Roddin and Tom Jefferson are a 
perfect pair: Jason is a blazing-fast wide-receiver, while his best 
friend Tom has all the skills a standout quarterback needs. After 

summer football camp at an elite sports-focused boarding school, 
the boys are thrilled to be invited back with full-ride scholarships.

But on day one of practice, they’re shocked when the team's 
coaching staff makes Tom, a black kid, a receiver and Jason, a 

white kid, a quarterback. Confronted with mounting evidence of 
deep-seated racial bias, the boys speak out, risking their 

scholarships and chances to play. As tensions ratchet up with 
coaches and other players, Tom and Jason must decide how much 

they're willing to lose in a conflict with powerful forces that has 
nothing―and everything―to do with the game they love.

Group Leader: Rob Begin

Farewell, My Lovely By Raymond Chandler

Philip Marlowe's about to give up on a completely routine case 
when he finds himself in the wrong place at the right time to get 

caught up in a murder that leads to a ring of jewel thieves, another 
murder, a fortune-teller, a couple more murders, and more 

corruption than your average graveyard.

Group Leader: Andy Reinsch

Will Grayson, Will Grayson By John Green 

and David Levithan

One cold night, in a most unlikely corner of Chicago, Will 
Grayson crosses paths with . . . Will Grayson. Two teens with the 
same name, running in two very different circles, suddenly find 

their lives going in new and unexpected directions, and 
culminating in epic turns-of-heart and the most fabulous musical 

ever to grace the high school stage. Told in alternating voices 
from two YA superstars, this collaborative novel features a double 
helping of the heart and humor that have won them both legions 

of fans

Group Leader: K. Napolitano



Devil in the White City By Erik Larson

Two men, each handsome and unusually adept at his chosen 
work, embodied an element of the great dynamic that 

characterized America's rush toward the twentieth century. The 
architect was Daniel Hudson Burnham, the fair's brilliant director 
of works and the builder of many of the country's most important 

structures, including the Flatiron Building in New York and 
Union Station in Washington, D.C. The murderer was Henry H. 
Holmes, a young doctor who, in a malign parody of the White 

City, built his "World's Fair Hotel" just west of the fairgrounds—
a torture palace complete with dissection table, gas chamber, and 

3,000-degree crematorium. Burnham overcame tremendous 
obstacles and tragedies as he organized the talents of Frederick 

Law Olmsted, Charles McKim, Louis Sullivan, and others to 
transform swampy Jackson Park into the White City, while 

Holmes used the attraction of the great fair and his own satanic 
charms to lure scores of young women to their deaths. What 

makes the story all the more chilling is that Holmes really lived, 
walking the grounds of that dream city by the lake.

Group Leader: Bob Brewer

The Art of Racing in the Rain By Garth Stein

Enzo knows he is different from other dogs: a philosopher with a 
nearly human soul (and an obsession with opposable thumbs), he 
has educated himself by watching television extensively, and by 
listening very closely to the words of his master, Denny Swift, an 

up-and-coming race car driver.

Through Denny, Enzo has gained tremendous insight into the 
human condition, and he sees that life, like racing, isn't simply 

about going fast. On the eve of his death, Enzo takes stock of his 
life, recalling all that he and his family have been through.

Group Leader: Tom Gigot

In the Shadow of Statues By Mitch Landrieu

"There is a difference between remembrance of history and 
reverence for it." When Mitch Landrieu addressed the people of 
New Orleans in May 2017 about his decision to take down four 
Confederate monuments, including the statue of Robert E. Lee, 
he struck a nerve nationally, and his speech has now been heard 
or seen by millions across the country. In his first book, Mayor 
Landrieu discusses his personal journey on race as well as the 

path he took to making the decision to remove the monuments, 
tackles the broader history of slavery, race and institutional 
inequities that still bedevil America, and traces his personal 
relationship to this history. His father, as state legislator and 

mayor, was a huge force in the integration of New Orleans in the 
1960s and 19070s. Landrieu grew up with a progressive education 
in one of the nation's most racially divided cities, but even he had 

to relearn Southern history as it really happened. 

Group Leader: Marcos Poole

Walking the Americas By Levison Wood

Beginning in the Yucatán―and moving south all the way to 
Panama―Wood’s journey takes him from sleepy barrios to 
glamorous cities to Mayan ruins lying unexcavated in the 

wilderness. Wood encounters indigenous tribes in Mexico, 
revolutionaries in a Nicaraguan refugee camp, fellow explorers, 

and migrants heading toward the United States. The relationships 
he forges along the way are at the heart of his travels―and the 
personal histories, cultures, and popular legends he discovers 
paint a riveting history of Mexico and Central America. While 
contending with the region’s natural obstacles like quicksand, 
flashfloods, and dangerous wildlife, he also partakes in family 
meals with local hosts, learns to build an emergency shelter, 

negotiates awkward run-ins with policemen, and witnesses the 
surreal beauty of Central America’s landscapes, from cascading 
waterfalls and sunny beaches to the spectacular ridgelines of the 
Honduran highlands. Finally, Wood attempts to cross one of the 
world’s most impenetrable borders: the Darién Gap route from 

Panama into South America, a notorious smuggling passage and 
the wildest jungle he has ever navigated.

Group Leader: Antonieta Singer



Long Way Down By Jason Reynolds

A cannon. A strap.
A piece. A biscuit.
A burner. A heater.
A chopper. A gat.

A hammer
A tool

for RULE

Or, you can call it a gun. That’s what fifteen-year-old Will has 
shoved in the back waistband of his jeans. See, his brother Shawn 

was just murdered. And Will knows the rules. No crying. No 
snitching. Revenge. That’s where Will’s now heading, with that 
gun shoved in the back waistband of his jeans, the gun that was 
his brother’s gun. He gets on the elevator, seventh floor, stoked. 

He knows who he’s after. Or does he? 

Group Leader: Jacob Page

The Magic Strings of Frankie Presto 
By Mitch Albom

A Spanish war orphan born in a burning church and raised by a 
blind guitar teacher, Frankie Presto was gifted with extraordinary 
musical abilities that shape not only his life but the lives of those 
around him. At nine years old, Frankie meets the love of his life, 
Aurora; that same day, civil war tears apart his home and he is 
sent to America, smuggled in the bottom of a boat with only 
guitar and six strings imbued with the power to change lives.

Relying on music to survive, Frankie’s talent weaves him through 
the musical landscape of the twentieth century, from Detroit’s 

jazz scene and the Grand Ole Opry, to Elvis mania and 
Woodstock—all the while searching for Aurora.

As his fame grows, Frankie finds love, friendship, and celebrity. 
Even so, his gift becomes his burden, driving a wedge between 

him and his beloved Aurora—now his wife. Overwhelmed by life, 
loss, and the power of his strings, Frankie disappears for years, 

only to reemerge in a spectacular and mysterious farewell.

Group Leader: A. Swaminathan

The Hate U Give By Angie Thomas

Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the poor 
neighborhood where she lives and the fancy suburban prep school 

she attends. The uneasy balance between these worlds is 
shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood 

best friend Khalil at the hands of a police officer. Khalil was 
unarmed.

Soon afterward, his death is a national headline. Some are calling 
him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and a gangbanger. 

Protesters are taking to the streets in Khalil’s name. Some cops 
and the local drug lord try to intimidate Starr and her family. What 
everyone wants to know is: what really went down that night? And 

the only person alive who can answer that is Starr.

But what Starr does—or does not—say could upend her 
community. It could also endanger her life.

Group Leader: Steve Maczynski

Turtles All The Way Down By John Green

Sixteen-year-old Aza never intended to pursue the mystery of 
fugitive billionaire Russell Pickett, but there’s a hundred-

thousand-dollar reward at stake and her Best and Most Fearless 
Friend, Daisy, is eager to investigate. So together, they navigate 

the short distance and broad divides that separate them from 
Russell Pickett’s son, Davis.

Aza is trying. She is trying to be a good daughter, a good friend, a 
good student, and maybe even a good detective, while also living 

within the ever-tightening spiral of her own thoughts. 

Group Leader: Katie Howard



Give and Take By Adam Grant

For generations, we have focused on the individual drivers of 
success: passion, hard work, talent, and luck. But in today’s 

dramatically reconfigured world, success is increasingly 
dependent on how we interact with others. In Give and Take, 

Adam Grant, an award-winning researcher and Wharton’s highest-
rated professor, examines the surprising forces that shape why 

some people rise to the top of the success ladder while others sink 
to the bottom. Praised by social scientists, business theorists, and 
corporate leaders, Give and Take opens up an approach to work, 

interactions, and productivity that is nothing short of 
revolutionary.

Group Leader: Bear Altemus

Treasure Island By Robert Louis Stevenson

Set in the eighteenth century, Treasure Island spins a heady tale 
of piracy, a mysterious treasure map, and a host of sinister 

characters charged with diabolical intentions. Seen through the 
eyes of Jim Hawkins, the cabin boy of the Hispaniola, the action-
packed adventure tells of a perilous sea journey across the Spanish 
Main, a mutiny led by the infamous Long John Silver, and a lethal 

scramble for buried treasure on an exotic isle.

Rich in atmosphere and character, Treasure Island continues to 
mesmerize readers with its perceptive views of the changing 

nature of human motives.

Group Leader: Joe Harkins

Cat’s Cradle By Kurt Vonnegut

Dr Felix Hoenikker, one of the founding 'fathers' of the atomic 
bomb, has left a deadly legacy to the world. For he's the inventor 

of 'ice-nine', a lethal chemical capable of freezing the entire 
planet. The search for its whereabouts leads to Hoenikker's three 

ecentric children, to a crazed dictator in the Caribbean, to 
madness. Felix Hoenikker's Death Wish comes true when his last, 
fatal gift to humankind brings about the end, that for all of us, is 

nigh…

Group Leader: George Hendren

Blindness By Jorge Saramago

A city is hit by an epidemic of "white blindness" which spares no 
one. Authorities confine the blind to an empty mental hospital, 
but there the criminal element holds everyone captive, stealing 
food rations and raping women. There is one eyewitness to this 
nightmare who guides seven strangers—among them a boy with 
no mother, a girl with dark glasses, a dog of tears—through the 
barren streets, and the procession becomes as uncanny as the 
surroundings are harrowing. A magnificent parable of loss and 

disorientation and a vivid evocation of the horrors of the twentieth 
century, Blindness has swept the reading public with its powerful 
portrayal of man's worst appetites and weaknesses—and man's 

ultimately exhilarating spirit.

Group Leader: Erik Maginnis



The Spy Who Came in from the Cold 
By John Le Carre

In the shadow of the newly erected Berlin Wall, Alec Leamas
watches as his last agent is shot dead by East German sentries. 
For Leamas, the head of Berlin Station, the Cold War is over. As 

he faces the prospect of retirement or worse—a desk job—Control 
offers him a unique opportunity for revenge. Assuming the guise 
of an embittered and dissolute ex-agent, Leamas is set up to trap 

Mundt, the deputy director of the East German Intelligence 
Service—with himself as the bait. In the background is George 
Smiley, ready to make the game play out just as Control wants.

Group Leader: Tim Wisecarver

A Civil War: Army vs Navy By John Feinstein

A Civil War portrays American college football in what the author 
believes is its purest form: two teams who play for love of the 
game & the honour of their schools, rather than for money or 

fame. He follows the Army and Navy teams for a single season.

Group Leader: Scott Urick

Little Fire Everywhere By Celeste Ng

In Shaker Heights, a placid, progressive suburb of Cleveland, 
everything is planned – from the layout of the winding roads, to 
the colors of the houses, to the successful lives its residents will 
go on to lead. And no one embodies this spirit more than Elena 

Richardson, whose guiding principle is playing by the rules.

Enter Mia Warren – an enigmatic artist and single mother – who 
arrives in this idyllic bubble with her teenaged daughter Pearl, 
and rents a house from the Richardsons. Soon Mia and Pearl 

become more than tenants: all four Richardson children are drawn 
to the mother-daughter pair. But Mia carries with her a 

mysterious past and a disregard for the status quo that threatens 
to upend this carefully ordered community.

When old family friends of the Richardsons attempt to adopt a 
Chinese-American baby, a custody battle erupts that dramatically 

divides the town--and puts Mia and Elena on opposing 
sides. Suspicious of Mia and her motives, Elena is determined to 

uncover the secrets in Mia's past. 

Group Leader: Christy Shockley

Legacy By James Kerr

In Legacy, best-selling author James Kerr goes deep into the heart 
of the world's most successful sporting team, the legendary All 

Blacks of New Zealand, to reveal 15 powerful and practical 
lessons for leadership and business.

Legacy is a unique, inspiring handbook for leaders in all fields, 
and asks: What are the secrets of success - sustained success? 

How do you achieve world-class standards, day after day, week 
after week, year after year? How do you handle pressure? How do 

you train to win at the highest level? What do you leave behind 
you after you're gone?

Group Leader: Jordan Smith



Nine Stories By J.D. Salinger

Stories: A Perfect Day for Bananafish, Uncle Wiggily in 
Connecticut, Just Before the War with the Eskimos, The 

Laughing Man, Down at the Dinghy, For Esme -- With Love and 
Squalor, Pretty Mouth and Green My Eyes, De Daumier-Smith's 

Blue Period, and Teddy.

Group Leader: Tom Conlon

The Paris Architect By Charles Belfoure

In 1942 Paris, gifted architect Lucien Bernard accepts a 
commission that will bring him a great deal of money - and maybe 
get him killed. But if he's clever enough, he'll avoid any trouble. 

All he has to do is design a secret hiding place for a wealthy 
Jewish man, a space so invisible that even the most determined 

German officer won't find it. He sorely needs the money, and 
outwitting the Nazis who have occupied his beloved city is a 

challenge he can't resist. 

Group Leader: Ryland Owen

Killers of the Flower Moon By David Grann

In the 1920s, the richest people per capita in the world were 
members of the Osage Nation in Oklahoma. After oil was 

discovered beneath their land, the Osage rode in chauffeured 
automobiles, built mansions, and sent their children to study in 

Europe.

Then, one by one, the Osage began to be killed off. The family 
of an Osage woman, Mollie Burkhart, became a prime target. One 

of her relatives was shot. Another was poisoned. And it was just 
the beginning, as more and more Osage were dying under 
mysterious circumstances, and many of those who dared to 

investigate the killings were themselves murdered. As the death 
toll rose, the newly created FBI took up the case, and the young 

director, J. Edgar Hoover, turned to a former Texas Ranger 
named Tom White to try to unravel the mystery. White put 

together an undercover team, including a Native American agent 
who infiltrated the region, and together with the Osage began to 
expose one of the most chilling conspiracies in American history.

Group Leader: Erica Lodish

Fraternity By Diane Brady

On April 4, 1968, the death of Martin Luther King, Jr., shocked the 
nation. Later that month, the Reverend John Brooks, a professor 

of theology at the College of the Holy Cross who shared Dr. 
King’s dream of an integrated society, drove up and down the 

East Coast searching for African American high school students 
to recruit to the school, young men he felt had the potential to 
succeed if given an opportunity. Among the twenty students he 
had a hand in recruiting that year were Clarence Thomas, the 

future Supreme Court justice; Edward P. Jones, who would go on 
to win a Pulitzer Prize for literature; and Theodore Wells, who 

would become one of the nation’s most successful defense 
attorneys. Many of the others went on to become stars in their 

fields as well. 

Group Leader: Dacque Tirado



Wilderness Warrior By Douglas Brinkley

From New York Times bestselling historian Douglas Brinkley 
comes a sweeping historical narrative and eye-opening look at the 

pioneering environmental policies of President Theodore 
Roosevelt, avid bird-watcher, naturalist, and the founding father 

of America’s conservation movement—now approaching its 100th 
anniversary.

Group Leader: Brett Graham

The Outsider By Stephen King

An unspeakable crime. A confounding investigation. At a time 
when the King brand has never been stronger, he has delivered 
one of his most unsettling and compulsively readable stories.

An eleven-year-old boy’s violated corpse is found in a town park. 
Eyewitnesses and fingerprints point unmistakably to one of Flint 
City’s most popular citizens. He is Terry Maitland, Little League 

coach, English teacher, husband, and father of two girls. 
Detective Ralph Anderson, whose son Maitland once coached, 
orders a quick and very public arrest. Maitland has an alibi, but 

Anderson and the district attorney soon add DNA evidence to go 
with the fingerprints and witnesses. Their case seems ironclad.

As the investigation expands and horrifying answers begin to 
emerge, King’s propulsive story kicks into high gear, generating 
strong tension and almost unbearable suspense. Terry Maitland 
seems like a nice guy, but is he wearing another face? When the 

answer comes, it will shock you as only Stephen King can.

Group Leader: John Glennon

Small Gods By Terry Pratchett

Lost in the chill deeps of space between the galaxies, it sails on 
forever, a flat, circular world carried on the back of a giant turtle—

Discworld
—a land where the unexpected can be expected. Where the 
strangest things happen to the nicest people. Like Brutha, a 

simple lad who only wants to tend his melon patch. Until one day 
he hears the voice of a god calling his name. A small god, to be 

sure. But bossy as Hell.

Group Leader: John Balbach

The Art of Fielding By Chad Harbach

At Westish College, a small school on the shore of Lake Michigan, 
baseball star Henry Skrimshander seems destined for big league 
stardom. But when a routine throw goes disastrously off course, 
the fates of five people are upended. Henry's fight against self-

doubt threatens to ruin his future. College president Guert
Affenlight, a longtime bachelor, has fallen unexpectedly and 
helplessly in love. Owen Dunne, Henry's gay roommate and 
teammate, becomes caught up in a dangerous affair. Mike 

Schwartz, the Harpooners' team captain and Henry's best friend, 
realizes he has guided Henry's career at the expense of his own. 
And Pella Affenlight, Guert's daughter, returns to Westish after 
escaping an ill-fated marriage, determined to start a new life. As 
the season counts down to its climactic final game, these five are 
forced to confront their deepest hopes, anxieties, and secrets. In 

the process they forge new bonds, and help one another find their 
true paths. The Art of Fielding is an expansive, warmhearted 

novel about ambition and its limits, about family and friendship 
and love, and about commitment - to oneself and to others.

Group Leader: K. Steuart



The Match: The Day The Game of Golf 

Changed Forever By Mark Frost

The year: 1956. Four decades have passed since Eddie 
Lowery came to fame as the ten-year-old caddie to U.S. 

Open Champion Francis Ouimet. Now a wealthy car dealer 
and avid supporter of amateur golf, Lowery has just made a 
bet with fellow millionaire George Coleman. Lowery claims 

that two of his employees, amateur golfers Harvie Ward 
and Ken Venturi, cannot be beaten in a best-ball match, 
and challenges Coleman to bring any two golfers of his 
choice to the course at 10 a.m. the next day to settle the 

issue. Coleman accepts the challenge and shows up with 
his own power team: Ben Hogan and Byron Nelson, the 
game's greatest living professionals, with fourteen major 

championships between them.

In Mark Frost's peerless hands, complete with the 
recollections of all the participants, the story of this 

immortal foursome and the game they played that day-
legendarily known in golf circles as the greatest private 

match ever played-comes to life with powerful, emotional 
impact and edge-of-your-seat suspense.

Group Leader: Bob Barry


